Jakob Striegel and Christina Hin


Children of Jakob Striegel and Christina Hin:

A. Katharina Striegel; born April 4, 1667, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died February 5, 1728/29, in Doerlinbach. Married Landalin Griesbaum February 19, 1695/96, in Schweighausen, Baden. Landalin Griesbaum was born August 25, 1655, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died December 2, 1744, in Doerlinbach, Baden.

Children of Katharina Striegel and Landalin Griesbaum:

i. Roman Griesbaum; born October 23, 1696, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died February 17, 1765, in Doerlinbach, Baden. Married Rosina Mullereile July 15, 1725, in Schweighausen, Baden. Rosina Mullereile was born May 24, 1693, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died March 17, 1755, in Doerlinbach, Baden.

ii. Johannes Griesbaum; born April 23, 1702, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died March 30, 1782, in Doerlinbach, Baden. Married Katharina Hummel February 17, 1725/26, in Schweighausen, Baden.


Children of Johannes Griesbaum and Anna Hin:

A. Landalin Griesbaum; born August 25, 1655, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died December 2, 1744, in Doerlinbach, Baden. Married Katharina Striegel February 19, 1695/96, in Schweighausen, Baden. Katharina Striegel was born April 4, 1667, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died February 5, 1728/29, in Doerlinbach.

Children of Katharina Striegel and Landalin Griesbaum:

i. Roman Griesbaum; born October 23, 1696, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died February 17, 1765, in Doerlinbach, Baden. Married Rosina Mullereile July 15, 1725, in Schweighausen, Baden. Rosina Mullereile was born May 24, 1693, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died March 17, 1755, in Doerlinbach, Baden.

ii. Johannes Griesbaum; born April 23, 1702, in Doerlinbach, Baden; died March 30, 1782, in Doerlinbach, Baden. Married Katharina Hummel February 17, 1725/26, in Schweighausen, Baden.